Unfortunately, we find ourselves at their mercy. We have to deal with them while condemning them for their evil policies. I believe, neverthetess, that there is a way out of our dilemma. . we can wage a successful struggle for economic liberation provided we can begin now, in the free states of Southern Africa, to plan together for our economic future.
[President Seretse Khama 1979] Collective Self-reliance: a Renewed Initiative?
Collective self-reliance (economic cooperation among developing countries -ECDC -or economic integration) seemed to be in the doldrums in the mid-1970s. Nowhere was this more true than in Africa, with the collapse of the East African Community (EAC) and the very slow progess made in launching the Economic Community of West Africa States (ECO WAS) [Vaitsos 1979; Renninger 1978; Green 1976 Green -77, 1977 . The initial priority sector for SADC is to be transport and communications. When Namibia is independent, six of the 10 regional states will be landlocked, transit revenues will be critical to one and significant to two, while the last is a logical access route to the Atlantic for two landlocked states. There were several clear sub-themes:
-past experience had created reservations about large multinational institutions; -complex structure building -and long institution drafting -would delay initial action, require personnel the states could not spare, and be premature, at least until patterns and requirements of coordination were more clearly defined;
-arrangements based on national units coordinating through joint commissions with very limited staffs of their own were preferred as flexible, effective instruments based on national goals and plans, but able to understand and agree how to implement common interests.
Coupled with an aversion to an elaborate regional superstructure, there was a clear unwillingness to create a laissez faire regional frame for coordinating interventionist state policies. The regional contribution was seen as that of supplementing and coordinating national plans. It was not thought of in terms either of a supranational planning unit or of a free market, since either would inevitably collide with national actions and prevent, rather than facilitate, identifying and acting on common interests.
In the autumn of 1979 the FLS Heads of State held a meeting on the results of the Arusha conference. They decided that the next step should be a broader Heads of State meeting of all independent Southern African countries. This meeting was convened by President Seretse Khama df Botswana in Lusaka during April 1980. While the delay in pressing ahead after Arusha may seem to have led to a loss of momentum it has enabled independent Zimbabwe to be involved from the start. The test of whether principles and analysis will lead to meaningful action is likely to come over the next 18 months. -open to a SADC state to have special arrangements with its neighbours not under the SADC umbrella, eg Tanzania/Rwanda/Burundi (and perhaps now Uganda) in the Kagera Basin Scheme; Zambia/Angola/Zaire in respect to the Lobito Bay railway. Because of the non-common market approach to trade and the priority given to transport, the SADCC approach, unlike most previous initiatives for regional integration, was consistent with such possibilities.
In a different sense SADCC was relatively closed. The FLS did not import from outside the region either an academic or a political approach to integration. They looked at their own situation, at background papers and at outside suggestions, and sought to outline a Southern African way forward.
The same holds true in respect of possible external partners in cooperation. However, the SADCC approach has already made a contribution to re-thinking ECDC by its radical departures from both the common market and the integrated community approaches:
-the lead sector is not trade, but transport and communications;
-decisions were made on the basis of perceived common needs and interests, not from historic inheritance or on outside advice;
-the thinking on trade seems to be toward planned-selective-targeted, not laissez faire, exchange;
-coordination based on national planning, not market determination or a supranational planning body, has been seen as the central institutional mechanism;
-while expatriate consultants were used in preparing materials, the basic conceptual approach was very much Southern African -witness its departure from much 'received wisdom' on ECDC models.4
Given the importance of the meeting, as demonstrated by the high level FLS participation, the Chairman's concluding remarks need to be taken seriously as a guide to what will be attempted: until our economies are free from the domination of the Republic of South Africa and linked regionally with one another we cannot go forward with assurance or in safety. We must ensure that the efforts of our people to achieve development, to meet their basic human needs are in a setting which gives them the greatest measure of success. That setting is Southern African regional development coordination we have a/firmed our determination to set out on the long journey to economic liberation on a regional level We believe that we have taken that first step and have taken it in the right direction.
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